BerryALERT

Berry College maintains an emergency notification system E2CAMPUS, also known as “BerryALERT”, which enables emergency, inclement weather, or BCEMS closing information to be broadcast to the entire BCEMS community. As part of Berry’s commitment to safety, changes have been made to the BerryALERT notification system, and we have purged all current registrations from the system. If you wish to receive alerts, you will need to self-register a cell phone number and/or an email address. We strongly encourage everyone to register both an email and cell phone number as this will help ensure you receive an alert in a timely manner in the event of an emergency.

Please take a few minutes to sign up for this important service. Please be aware it can take up to 24 hours for your registration to be activated for notifications. A new registration page is located at: https://formsiq.berry.edu/formsiq/form.do?pt=OG2gV0y-yye-kCucwa1

Frequently Asked Questions
Can I register a secondary email address and cell phone number?
We understand that someone else in your family may also want to receive this information. The BerryALERT form contains an option to add a secondary phone number and/or secondary email address.

Can I add a third phone number/email address?
At this time, we are only accepting a second number/email address.

Thank you,
BCEMS Office